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Adiabatic radio frequency (RF) potentials are powerful tools for creating advanced trapping ge-
ometries for ultra-cold atoms. While the basic theory of RF trapping is well understood, studies
of more complicated setups involving multiple resonant frequencies in the limit where their effects
cannot be treated independently are rare. Here we present an approach based on Floquet theory
and show that it offers significant corrections to existing models when two RF frequencies are near
degenerate. Furthermore it has no restrictions on the dimension, the number of frequencies or the
orientation of the RF fields. We show that the added degrees of freedom can, for example, be used
to create a potential that allows for easy creation of ring vortex solitons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coupling resonant RF radiation to the spins of atoms
in inhomogeneous magnetic fields allows to locally ad-
dress clouds of ultracold atoms with high spatial resolu-
tion. This technique is commonly used in combination
with atom chips, where it offers huge flexibility in the
types of potentials that can be created [1, 2]. Since the
RF fields can also be time dependent, this technique of-
fers the possibility to control the atoms dynamically and
has, for example, been used to split Bose-Einstein con-
densates (BECs) [3]. By today significant work has been
done in the modelling of RF systems to create highly non
trivial trapping geometries [4, 5], including annular traps
[6], examining effects beyond the rotating wave approx-
imation [7] and investigating non-linear Zeeman effects
[8].
The use of multi-frequency fields has recently been sug-
gested to create multi-well or even periodic potentials
[9, 10]. These can also be time dependent and in [10] a
method to coherently control the centre of mass motion
of both, a single atom and a cloud of interacting atoms,
was suggested. While this work highlighted how versatile
multi-frequency RF potentials are for experimentally re-
alistic parameters, the theoretical model used could only
describe limited tunnel coupling strengths between two
potential wells, as it required all radio frequencies to be
well separated. For large tunnel couplings, however, it is
usually necessary to have potentials where the curvature
can be controlled over short distances, which, using RF
technology, requires two frequencies to be brought close.
In such situations the effects of both frequencies have to
be considered simultaneously and a more advanced model
is necessary.
In this work we address the question of how to accu-
rately deal with near degenerate frequencies and take full
advantage of all degrees of freedom offered by RF fields
∗ tmorgan@phys.ucc.ie
by using Floquet theory and comparing the results to the
currently most common model [9]. Floquet theory allows
to describe the interaction between a periodically oscil-
lating field and a quantum system and its basic idea is
to replace the semiclassical time-dependent Hamiltonian
with a time-independent Hamiltonian of infinite dimen-
sions [11]. We will show that this method allows to obtain
highly accurate potentials.
Floquet theory is applicable to single and many-mode
systems [12] and it has been extensively used in studying
multi-photon processes for atoms in strong laser fields
[13]. For example Drese an Holthaus [14] used Floquet
theory to describe adiabatic potentials produced by short
laser pulses in order to stimulate a STIRAP (Stimulated
Raman Adiabatic Passage) process. More recently this
was extended to study multiphoton resonance dynamics
driven by intense frequency-comb laser fields using many-
mode Floquet theory [15]. A comprehensive overview of
the application of Floquet theory to atomic and molec-
ular multiphoton processes in intense laser fields can be
found in [16].
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
briefly review the solutions of the Hamiltonian describ-
ing a magnetically trapped atom, which is exposed to
a single-frequency RF field. In Sec. III we discuss the
piecewise resonance model for dealing with multiple RF
fields, which was developed in [9], and show how it breaks
down when two frequencies come too close. In Sec. IV
we show how Floquet theory can be used to obtain a
more accurate description and in Sec. VI we compare the
two approaches and discuss the corrections and benefits
of the Floquet approach. To demonstrate the power of
the approach, we detail in Sec. VI B how an extension to
higher dimensions can be done and show how controlling
the orientation of the RF field can be used to produce
non trivial trapping geometries. As an example, we show
how controlling the tunnel coupling in multidimensional
RF traps can allow to create ring vortex solitons in Bose-
Einstein condensates. Finally we conclude in Sec. VII.
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2II. RADIO-FREQUENCY DRESSED TRAPS
RF trapping is based on the idea of coupling magnetic
sublevels in the presence of an inhomogeneous magnetic
field. Consider a hyperfine atomic groundstate man-
ifold with total spin F . In the presence of a static
magnetic field of modulus Bs, the Zeeman sublevels,
mF = −F, ..., F undergo a linear splitting according to
EmF = mF gFµBBs, as long as the field strength is not
too large and second order splitting is negligible. Here,
gF is the atomic g-factor and µB is the Bohr magne-
ton. Irradiating such a system with a radio frequency
BRF(ωt), which can excite atomic Larmor precession,
will couple the sublevels |F,mF 〉 ↔ |F,mF ±1〉 with spa-
tial selectivity due to the inhomogeneity of the magnetic
field and the spatially varying Larmor frequency.
For simplicity, let us first consider a one-dimensional
situation with a static field pointing and increasing lin-
early along the z-direction, i.e. Bs(z) = Bs(z)ez = Gzez
where G is the magnetic field gradient. Such a situation
arises, for example, when an atom travels along an axis
of a quadrupole field. It is convenient to express the os-
cillating field in complex spherical components (σ+, σ−,
and pi-polarizations), such that in Cartesian coordinates
BRF(ωt) = Re
 1√2 (B+ +B−)i√
2
(B+ −B−)
Bpi
 · e−iωt
 . (1)
The total Hamiltonian for the magnetic interaction can
then be written as
H(z, t) = µBgF Fˆ · (Bs(z) +BRF(ωt)) , (2)
where the angular momentum operator is expressed in
units of h¯. Transforming to a frame rotating about the
z-axis at frequency ω using Hrot = ih¯U˙U
−1 + UHU−1
with U = eiFzωt leads to Hrot = µBgF Fˆ ·Beff, where the
effective field in Cartesian coordinates is given by
Beff =

1√
2
Re[B−e−i2ωt] + 1√2Re[B+]
1√
2
Im[B−e−i2ωt]− 1√2 Im[B+]
Re[Bpie
−iωt] +Bs(z)− h¯ωµBgF
 . (3)
Expressing this Hamiltonian in the spherical basis e± =
(ex ∓ iey)/
√
2, epi = ez then results in
Hrot =
µBgF
2
[(Bs(z)− h¯ω
µBgF
)Fˆz +
B+√
2
Fˆ+ (4)
+
B−√
2
Fˆ−e−i2ωt +BpiFˆze−iωt] + c.c. ,
with the usual definitions Fˆ± = (Fˆx ± iFˆy).
If the RF field is purely σ+-polarized, the effective field
and rotating frame Hamiltonian are time-independent.
In this case, the situation in the rotating frame is fully
equivalent to an atom moving in an inhomogeneous field
across a non-zero field minimum, defined by the res-
onance condition µBgFBs(z) = h¯ω. Conversely, the
FIG. 1. (Color online) A schematic diagram of the eigen-
values of the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame for both,
σ+ (green lines) and σ− (red lines) polarised RF fields ir-
radiating an atom in a linear static field Bs(z) = Gz. The
blue lines show the bare Hamiltonian eigenvalues E+mF and
E−mF . The dashed black lines indicate z = 0 and E = 0.
widely used Ioffe-Pritchard type trap, where the field-
zero of a 2D quadrupole field is lifted with an orthogonal
applied field BI , can be viewed as a dressed state trap
with zero coupling frequency. The quasi-energies, i.e.,
the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame
can be obtained straightforwardly as
EmF = mFµBgFBeff (5)
= mFµBgF
√(
Bs(z)− h¯ω
µBgF
)2
+
|B+|2
2
,
where the mF are eigenvalues of the spin component
aligned with the effective field, i.e., rotating in the labo-
ratory frame.
If polarization components other than σ+ are present,
one can apply the rotating wave approximation (RWA)
by discarding the fast oscillating terms as long as |h¯ω| 
gFµBBeff [17]. This however, will neglect shifts in the en-
ergy spectrum, which are known as Bloch-Siegert shifts
[18]. A second order correction is caused by a σ− field
component, which can be seen as equivalent to a σ+ po-
larized field at negative frequency, leading to off-resonant
coupling between states with ∆mF = ±1 (see Fig. 1).
Other higher order effects can also stem from pi polarised
components.
3III. PIECEWISE RESONANCE MODEL
More control and complexity can be introduced into
RF dressed potentials by using multiple frequencies ωn.
Using the method outlined above, one can in principle
apply an iterative procedure by performing consecutive
rotating wave approximations for each frequency. How-
ever, it is then necessary at each step to transform all
oscillating fields into the new rotating frame and deter-
mine new spherical polarization components with respect
to the effective field of the previous step. This procedure
will lead to an accumulation of errors and can suffer from
a certain arbitrariness as the order of eliminating individ-
ual frequencies is not defined.
However, if the individual frequencies are spaced suf-
ficiently far apart and the coupling is small with respect
to the detuning, one can approximate the dynamics lo-
cally by considering only the nearest resonance frequency,
ω(z) = ωn. Formally this means that n is chosen such
that [µBgFBs(z)− h¯ωn] is minimized at any position z.
In the language of the above consecutive approach, this
is equivalent to approximating the effective field by its
z-component before decomposing the polarisation com-
ponents for the next step. In the following, we briefly
revisit the method outlined in [9] to analyse the result-
ing potentials.
With the local frequency approximation, and after ap-
plying the RWA, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4) for a system
of total spin F = 12 can be expressed as
H(z) =
1
2
(
µBgFBs(z)− h¯ωn h¯Ωn
h¯Ω∗n h¯ωn − µBgFBs(z)
)
,
(6)
where Ωn =
µBgF
h¯
√
2
Bn+ is the Rabi frequency of the n
th
RF field with σ+-polarisation and amplitude Bn+ (or σ
−-
polarisation for negative ωn). For practical reasons, ex-
periments are often performed with linearly polarised RF
fields, orthogonal to the static field. In this case, the σ-
components are given by Bn± = (Bnx ∓ iBny )/
√
2. If
only one linear polarisation is used, say Bx, each fre-
quency produces two equally strong resonances at ±ωn
or ±Bs with Rabi frequency Ωn = µBgF2h¯ Bnx .
For large detuning the eigenenergies of the two-level
RWA-Hamiltonian can be written as
E±(z) = ±1
2
√
h¯2|Ω|2 + [µBgFBs(z)− h¯ωn]2 (7)
≈ ±1
2
[µBgFBs(z)− h¯ωn]± h¯
2|Ω|2
4[µBgFBs(z)− h¯ωn] ,
where the second step is valid far from the resonance,
h¯Ω [µBgFB(z)− h¯ωn], and the resulting second term
can be viewed as a Stark shift. The effect of all other RF
fields which are not closest to resonance can be approx-
imated by creating an effective Stark shift, which is the
sum of the shifts of all RF fields of frequency ωj (j 6= n)
[9],
Ln(z) =
∑
j 6=n
h¯2|Ω|2
4[µBgFBs(z)− h¯ωj ] . (8)
This leads to a correction of the energies, which are now
given by
E±(z) = ±1
2
√
h¯2|Ω|2 + [µBgFBs(z)− h¯ω + 2Ln(z)]2 .
(9)
From this, and considering that the couplings are strong
enough to yield a Landau-Zener transition probability
close to unity, the resulting adiabatic potential can be
written as
Vad±(z) = (−1)n
[
E±(z)∓ h¯ωn
2
]
∓
n−1∑
k=1
(−1)kh¯ωk . (10)
In Fig. 2 we show the adiabatic RF potentials as seen
by an atom in a static field gradient irradiated by two
RF fields with frequencies, ω1 and ω2, for three different
values of ∆ω = ω2−ω1. In order to set scales applicable
to typical atom chip experiments, all work presented here
assumes a static field in the form of an Ioffe-Pritchard
(IP) type trap with radial field profile
Bs(r) =
√
G2r2 +B2I , (11)
where we chose a magnetic field gradient G = 1Tm−1
and an offset field BI = 1µT .
While for well spaced frequencies the potential result-
ing from the above procedure is visually smooth (see
Fig. 2 (a)), a discontinuity appears for decreasing val-
ues of ∆ω, which grows as the frequencies approach each
other. Treating the RF fields independently from each
other is therefore no longer appropriate. In order to de-
scribe these situations we will explore the advantages
a treatment using Floquet theory offers. Situations in
which this becomes important are, for example, poten-
tials in which the curvature changes on a small spatial
scale.
IV. FLOQUET MODEL
Floquet theory provides a practical and powerful non-
perturbative method for studying the interaction of a
quantum system with an oscillating field, such as ioniza-
tion and multiphoton excitation processes. It allows to
find the solutions of a Schro¨dinger equation with a tem-
porally periodic Hamiltonian by representing it as an infi-
nite matrix [11]. By using a Floquet approach to describe
a system containing multiple RF fields we can ensure that
higher-order frequency shifts, which are neglected by the
piecewise resonance model and other approaches which
rely on the RWA, are accounted for.
4FIG. 2. (Color online) Adiabatic RF potentials for an atom
trapped in a IP trap irradiated by two linearly polarised RF
fields with different frequency separation ∆ω for ω1 = 1.5 ×
105 Hz and Rabi frequencies Ω1 = Ω2 = 9.274×104 Hz. Note
that the axis for each plot changes so that the important
features of each potential are resolved. In all cases mF =
1
2
and gF = 1.
As in the previous section, we aim to describe the state
of an atom confined to a static magnetic field Bs(r) sub-
jected to a radio-frequency field BRF (ωt) with N differ-
ent frequencies. However, unlike the previous section, we
consider linearly polarised fields that can have arbitrary
orientation relative to the static field by defining the σ+
and σ− components of the RF field as
B+ =
α cos(θ)− iα sin(θ)√
2
, (12a)
B− =
α cos(θ) + iα sin(θ)√
2
, (12b)
and requiring the Bpi component to be real. According
to Eq. (1), the nth RF field can then be written as
BRF (ωnt) = Bn cos(ωnt) , (13)
where Bn is the RF field vector. It can be decom-
posed into its components along each Cartesian axis,
Bn = αn cos(θn)eˆx + αn sin(θn)eˆy +Bpin eˆz, and control-
ling the angle θ allows to chose orientation of the RF field.
Considering N such fields then leads to the Hamiltonian
H(r, t) = µBgF Fˆ ·
(
Bs(r) +
N∑
n=1
Bn cos(ωnt)
)
. (14)
We now move to a frame in which the direction ofBs(r)
always points along the z-axis by applying a rotation
matrix R to the Hamiltonian. While this can be done
for any static field, here we assume that it is of Ioffe-
Pitchard form (11). In this case, the rotation matrix R
can be written as,
R =
 yr −xr 0BIx
Bsr
BIy
Bsr
−GrBs
Gx
Bs
Gy
Bs
BI
Bs
 , (15)
and we define B′n(r) as the rotated RF field vector such
that
B′n(r) =
B′nx(r)B′ny (r)
B′nz (r)
 = R ·Bn . (16)
In the limit |µBgFB′nz (r)|  h¯ωn the component that
oscillates parallel to the static field, B′nz (r), can be
neglected and only the orthogonal parts, B′nx(r) and
B′ny (r), contribute to the coupling between the atomic
levels [7, 19]. The Hamiltonian (14) therefore becomes
H(r, t) = µBgF
[
Bs(r)Fˆz +
(
N∑
n=1
B′nx(r) cos(ωnt)
)
Fˆx
+
(
N∑
n=1
B′ny (r) cos(ωnt)
)
Fˆy
]
. (17)
A. Single Frequency Floquet Matrix
Let us briefly demonstrate the Floquet approach by
first explicitly considering the situation where only a sin-
gle frequency, ω1, is present. The Hamiltonian is then
periodic in time with a period of τ = 2piω1 and the Flo-
quet theorem states that the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation has a complete set of quasi-periodic solutions,
which acquire a phase exp(−inτ) when t→ t+ τ . Here
the n are quasi-eigenenergies and the phase factor de-
fines n mod ω1.
The first step towards finding the quasi-eigenenergies
is to remove the time dependence of the Hamiltonian by
replacing it with an infinite matrix of the form
HF =

.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. H0 + 2h¯ω1 H−1 H−2 H−3 H−4 ..
.. H1 H0 + h¯ω1 H−1 H−2 H−3 ..
.. H2 H1 H0 H−1 H−2 ..
.. H3 H2 H1 H0 − h¯ω1 H−1 ..
.. H4 H3 H2 H1 H0 − 2h¯ω1 ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
 ,
(18)
5where the Floquet blocks Hn (with n integer) are given
by
Hn(r) =
1
τ
∫ τ
0
H(r, t)einω1t dt . (19)
This procedure can be interpreted as an expansion
of the original Hamiltonian in terms of the Fourier
components of ω1. For the Hamiltonian (17) the Flo-
quet blocks can be calculated by using the identity
1
τ
∫ τ
0
ei(m−n)ωtdt = δnm, where δ is the Kronecker delta
[16]. This leads to
HF =

.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. kBs(r) + 2h¯ω1 0 0 h¯Ω
∗
1(r) 0 ..
.. 0 −kBs(r) + 2h¯ω1 h¯Ω1(r) 0 0 ..
.. 0 h¯Ω∗1(r) kBs(r) + h¯ω1 0 0 ..
.. h¯Ω1(r) 0 0 −kBs(r) + h¯ω1 h¯Ω1(r) ..
.. 0 0 0 h¯Ω∗1(r) kBs(r) ..
.. 0 0 h¯Ω1(r) 0 0 ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..

(20)
where the Rabi frequency is given by Ω1(r) =
µBgF
4h¯
(
B′1x(r) + iB
′
1y (r)
)
and k = µBgF2 .
In order to obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of HF , it needs to be truncated to a finite size, and a consistent
way of doing this is to fix the number of multiples of h¯ω1 to include. This corresponds to limiting the order of the
photonic processes that can occur, i.e. if we limit the matrix to terms up to ±2h¯ω1, maximally two photons can be
absorbed and emitted. Including higher orders will give a more accurate description, but usually these terms are
quickly decreasing in magnitude. To first order, this then leads to
HF =

kBs(r) + h¯ω1 0 0 h¯Ω
∗
1(r) 0 0
0 −kBs(r) + h¯ω1 h¯Ω1(r) 0 0 0
0 h¯Ω∗1(r) kBs(r) 0 0 h¯Ω
∗
1r
h¯Ω1(r) 0 0 −kBs(r) h¯Ω1r 0
0 0 0 h¯Ω∗1(r) kBs(r)− h¯ω1 0
0 0 h¯Ω1(r) 0 0 −kBs(r)− h¯ω1
 , (21)
and diagonalising this matrix gives the quasi-energy spec-
trum, which in turn allows the adiabatic RF potential to
be calculated. This process will be detailed in Sec. VI.
V. MULTI FREQUENCY FLOQUET MATRIX
In this section we will describe the treatment of an
RF field containing several radio frequencies and use the
model of Many Mode Floquet Theory (MMFT) [12]. We
will carry out the calculations explicitly for two different
frequencies, ω1 and ω2, with the extension to any num-
ber being straightforward. The Hamiltonian follows from
(17) and is given by
H(r, t) = µBgF Fˆ·(Bs(r) +B1(r) cos(ω1t) +B2(r) cos(ω2t)) ,
(22)
which leads to the basic form for the Floquet matrix
H
(2)
F =

.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. A+ 2h¯ωrI P 0 0 0 ..
.. PT A+ h¯ωrI P 0 0 ..
.. 0 PT A P 0 ..
.. 0 0 PT A− ωrI P ..
.. 0 0 0 PT A− 2h¯ωr ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..

.
(23)
Here I is the identity matrix and ωr = ω1 + ω2 as we
want to work in the dressed state picture. The elements
of the H
(2)
F matrix are matrices themselves and H
(2)
F can
therefore be thought of as a composite matrix of two sin-
gle frequency Floquet matrices. The ω1 frequency terms
and the Ω1(r) Rabi frequency terms are contained in ma-
trix A, which is the same matrix as HF in the previous
section.
The off diagonal elements P contain the
Rabi frequency of the second field, Ω2(r) =
µBgF
4h¯
(
B′2x(r) + iB
′
2y (r)
)
, and are of the form
P =

.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. 0 Y 0 0 0 ..
.. 0 0 Y 0 0 ..
.. 0 0 0 Y 0 ..
.. 0 0 0 0 Y ..
.. 0 0 0 0 0 ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..

, (24)
where
Y =
(
0 h¯Ω∗2(r)
h¯Ω2(r) 0
)
. (25)
6By following the method outlined above for the single frequency case, one can then evaluate each of these matrices.
However, the explicit form of H
(2)
F is too large to reproduce here and we only show a small excerpt of it below to
highlight the general structure. The key points of the structure are that the bare trap eigenenergies are given along
the diagonal and each Floquet block differs by multiples of both ω1 and ωr. The off-diagonal terms correspond to the
coupling strengths and contain terms for Ω1(r) and Ω2(r)
H
(2)
F =

kBs(r) + h¯ω1 + h¯ωr 0 0 ..
0 −kBs(r) + h¯ω1 + h¯ωr h¯Ω1(r) ..
0 h¯Ω∗1(r) kBs(r) + h¯ωr ..
h¯Ω1(r) 0 0 ..
0 0 0 ..
0 0 h¯Ω1(r) ..
0 0 0 ...
0 0 h¯Ω2(r) ..
0 h¯Ω∗2(r) 0 ..
h¯Ω2(r) 0 0 ..
0 0 0 ..
0 0 h¯Ω2(r) ..
.. .. .. ..

. (26)
VI. ADIABATIC POTENTIAL GENERATION
In order to produce the adiabatic potential for the
trapped atoms we need to extract the eigenvalues, izn ,
and eigenvectors, ψizn , from the Floquet matrix for every
position on the spatial numerical grid, zn. We do this
numerically as producing analytic expressions becomes
quickly unfeasible.
A. 1D Potentials
The quasi-eigenenergies (the eigenvalues of HF ) gener-
ated when applying a two frequency, linearly polarised,
RF field orthogonal to the movement of an atom in a
one-dimensional IP trap are shown in Fig. 3. The spec-
trum has a periodic structure, which stems from the fact
that the quasi eigenenenergies are defined mod ω1 and
mod ωr, and shows the expected avoided crossings (see
Fig. 3(b)). It should be noted that the Rabi frequen-
cies Ω1 and Ω2 in this geometry are constant and can be
changed independently from each other, which allows to
control the size of the avoided crossings associated with
each frequency separately.
The potential seen by the atoms can now be found by
identifying the energy eigenvalue in the centre of the trap
which is closest to the bare trap eigenenergy, Az0 (nor-
mally the smallest positive quasi-eigenvalue), and follow-
ing its evolution in space. To find the potential at the
next numerical grid point z1, we take the eigenvector
ψAz0 associated with the eigenvalue at 
A
z0 and calculate
ψAz0 ·ψiz1 , the dot-product between it and all eigenvectors
corresponding to the eigenvalues iz1 . The index of the
eigenvector which maximises this inner product gives the
value of the potential at z1. Iterating this process allows
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) The spectrum of quasi eigenen-
ergies for an atom trapped in a IP trap irradiated by a two
frequency, linearly polarised, RF field. The red (bold) line is
the adiabatic RF potential produced from this spectrum. The
inset (b) shows a zoom of the highlighted area in (a) where
the avoided crossings can be seen (dotted circle). The RF
fields have the frequencies ω1 = 2pi × 1.5 × 105Hz and ω2 =
2pi×4×105Hz with Rabi frequencies Ω1 = Ω2 = 9.274×104Hz.
mF =
1
2
and gF = 1 in all cases.
the construction of the potential along the whole length
of the trap (see red line in Fig. 3).
Fig. 4 shows the adiabatic RF potentials generated us-
ing both the piecewise resonance and Floquet methods
for the same parameters as Fig. 2. One can see that the
Floquet approach produces the same potential for (a)
∆ω = 1.5 × 105Hz and avoids the discontinuity for (b)
∆ω = 0.4× 105Hz, which is a notable improvement over
the piecewise resonant model.
In the extreme case of ∆ω = 0.2 × 105Hz shown in
Fig. 4 (c) the Floquet model produces another pair of
avoided crossings on either side of the original avoided
crossings seen at larger frequency spacing. These ex-
tra avoided crossings are the result of the frequencies no
7FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison between piecewise reso-
nance model (Dashed Red Line) and the Floquet model (Solid
Blue Line). All parameters are the same as for Fig 2. See text
for discussion.
longer just coupling the local static field Bs(r), where
they are resonant. Instead, at this very close frequency
separation, each frequency is applied to the effective field
created by the static field and the other frequency, which
leads to a shift in the resonance position and results in
the additional avoided crossings. As one can also see from
Fig. 4 (c), these avoided crossings are not present in the
piecewise resonance model, since the rotating wave ap-
proximation eliminates the higher order coupling terms.
From this example it is clear that the Floquet approach
to modelling adiabatic RF potentials produces highly ac-
curate results with significant corrections to the piecewise
resonance approach. It is therefore well suited to accu-
rately describe multi-frequency RF potentials created us-
ing closely spaced frequency. In the next section we will
show how the Floquet approach can be extend to sys-
tems with multiple RF fields where the orientations of
the fields are not necessarily perpendicular to the static
field.
B. 2D Potentials
The well known flexibility of RF potentials stems from
the large number of parameters (number of frequencies,
frequency spacing, field strength and orientation) that
can be controlled to modify the geometry of the po-
tentials. These parameters can also be time-dependent,
which allows to use the resulting potentials to instigate
adiabatic or non-adiabatic dynamics. In the following we
consider a multi-dimensional setup and use the Floquet
approach to describe some of the features which appear
when taking these additional parameters into account.
The main change necessary to extend the model to
higher dimensions is to use a multi-dimensional static
trapping field Bs(r) which then leads to coupling terms
Ω(r) of the same, higher dimension. This means that the
Floquet matrix contains elements that are multidimen-
sional, but its basic structure is unchanged from the one-
dimensional case. The added dimension however means
that the numerical processing power needed to diago-
nalise the Floquet matrix is significantly higher.
In the following we will show an example of an inter-
esting potential that can be created using just two fre-
quencies. The numerical approach is similar to the one
detailed above, in that we construct the 2D potentials
by splitting them into 1D slices and combine them to
produce the full 2D potential. To ensure that our mini-
mum rotation method produces 1D slices which are con-
sistent with each other, we use the previously generated
1D slice for each consecutive 1D slice to define an initial
quasi-eigenvector and eigenvalue pair.
1. Two Frequency Potential
Two-dimensional RF potentials generated using one
frequency have already been demonstrated to study ro-
tating BECs in annular geometries [6]. One of the sim-
plest ways to create a more involved structure using two
frequencies is shown in Fig. 5 (a) where we consider a 2D
IP trap and a constant RF field vector which contains a
Bpi component only (α = 0). One can see that the ge-
ometry one can create consists of an outer ring and an
inner potential, which is actually simply the result from
the one-dimensional model of Sec. VI rotated around the
axis along z=0.
However, by controlling ω1 and ω2 one can easily
change the depth and radius of the inner harmonic well
and the outer ring, as well as the size and height of the
barrier between them. Performing such a change in a
time-dependent way one can then engineer a situation
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The adiabatic potential of an atom
trapped in a IP trap irradiated by two RF fields with fre-
quencies of ω1 = 3×105Hz and ω2 = 4×105Hz for (a) α = 0,
Bpi = 8µT (b) α = 10µT, θ = 0, Bpi = 2µT and (c) α = 10µT,
θ = pi/2, Bpi = 2µT. In all cases mF =
1
2
and gF = 1 .
where the tunnel coupling between the ring and inner
trap can be increased or decreased with high accuracy.
Furthermore, having control over the orientation of the
RF fields allows one to break the rotational symmetry
and create potentials that are no longer isotropic. In
Fig. 5 (b) and (c) we show two examples of a 2D po-
tential generated by using constant RF field vectors for
(b) α = 10µT, θ = 0, Bpi = 2µT and (c) α = 10µT,
θ = pi/2, Bpi = 2µT. The resulting potentials display
two minima and two maxima on the rings of resonance,
which can be understood by considering that the orien-
tation of the Bnx eˆx and Bny eˆy components of the RF
field with respect to the static field is not constant in
space. This leads to the variable coupling. Furthermore,
controlling the angle θ allows to create RF fields which
point in any direction, which in turn allow the creation of
minima and maxima at any position and even in a time
dependent fashion.
2. Ring Vortex Solitons
As an example of how useful the time-dependent con-
trol of the tunnelling interaction between the outer ring
and the inner harmonic trap can be, we demonstrate in
this section how the potential discussed above can be
used to create so-called ring vortex solitions (RVSs) in
gaseous Bose-Einstein condensates. These states consist
of multiple concentric density-wave rings with a non-zero
winding number and they were recently extensively stud-
ied by Li et al. [20]. To create them in a laboratory, one
can consider starting out with a single-frequency RF field
in a two-dimensional setting, and creating a condensate
carrying a persistent current in the resulting annular po-
tential. Adding the second frequency would allow one to
create the central potential and by adjusting all frequen-
cies and intensities appropriately, the current would start
to tunnel into the inner potential.
To simulate the creation of RVSs in such a way, the po-
tential must allow large tunnelling strength and therefore
the model must be able to deal with situations where two
frequencies come close. This makes the Floquet approach
the most suitable option.
In Fig. 6 we show a simulations of this tunnelling pro-
cess using a Gross-Pitaevskii model for the condensate
and a potential calculated using the Floquet approach
outlined above. The density and phase distribution for
the BEC initially confined to the outer ring with n = 1
can be seen in Figs. 6 (a) and (b), and the density and
phase after transfer into the harmonic trap is shown in
Figs. 6 (c) and (d). Clearly the resulting state can be
identified as a ring vortex soliton.
3. Concentric Ring Potentials
While we have explicitly shown a 2D adiabatic RF po-
tential generated using two frequencies, this can easily be
extended to include more frequencies to create potentials
that consist of multiple concentric rings. As in the pre-
vious example of just two frequencies, control over the
frequency spacing would allow one to adjust the tunnel
coupling between the individual rings and can be accu-
rately determined by using a Floquet approach. Such
systems are highly desirable as they offer experimentally
realistic systems in which one could observe rotational
fluxons (Josephson vortices) [21] or study the Kibble-
Zurek mechanism in BECs [22].
VII. CONCLUSION
We have shown that using a non-perturbative Flo-
quet approach to calculate radio-frequency potentials for
atoms on atom chips leads to good results for multi-
frequency situations in one and two dimensions. This
approach offers significant corrections to a piecewise-
resonant model and can be used to accurately describe
9FIG. 6. (Color online) The creation of a RVS in our adia-
batic RF potential. The adiabatic RF potential is created
by irradiating an IP trap with two RF fields of frequency
ω1 = 27 × 103Hz and ω2 = 33 × 103Hz with Bpi = 0.4219µT
for both fields. (a) Shows the density of the BEC of winding
number n=1 initially confined to the outer ring and (b) is its
corresponding phase plot. (c) Shows the density of the BEC
at t = 800µs and (d) is corresponding phase plot.
situations where two frequencies come close (for example
when trying to engineer large tunnel couplings). We have
also shown that a Floquet approach can deal with higher
dimensions and RF fields of arbitrary field orientation.
We have demonstrated the flexibility of the Floquet ap-
proach by considering the creation of ring vortex solitons
in a 2D adiabatic RF potential which requires that the
tunnelling dynamics be determined accurately. Such po-
tentials can be used in a variety of ways, and for example,
allow the creation of rotational fluxons and non standard
trapping potentials that can connect different topological
geometries. This will be the focus of future work.
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